Virus And Bacteria Multiple Choice Questions
multiple choice review prokaryotes & viruses - multiple choice review – prokaryotes & viruses 1.
prokaryotes consist of both bacteria and archaea. which of the following statements best characterize these
types of organisms? a. bacteria are considered living, however archaea are not. b. both bacteria and archaea
meet all the characteristics for life. practice exam questions - university of minnesota duluth - multiple
choice questions note: more than one answer can be correct. circle all correct answers. 1. what groups listed
below have true cell walls? a. algae b. mycoplasmas c. gram-positive bacteria d. fungi e. protozoans 2. identify
which statements are correct. a. all bacteria have peptidoglycan in their cell walls. ... practice exam questions
chapter 9 multiple choice questions – answers - multiple choice questions – answers 1. identify the term
that describes rod-shaped bacteria : a c o cc us b bacillus [tue] r c spilli ir d l ongus the coecrrt naswer is b.
bacillus is rod-shaped bacteria. 2. den i hme redesyttifhtt at cribes sphercal-shai pd e baceria : t a coccus [tue]
r b bacillus c spilli ir bacteria and virus biology multiple choice test - bacteria and virus biology multiple
choice test is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it
instantly. our book servers spans in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time to
download any of our books like this one. virus and bacteria - npd117 - draguesku/storino virus & bacteria
0212 2 viruses page 210 in the text for reference so how large is a cell? characteristics tiny (smaller than cells)
non living ???? multiply or replicate (copy) does not reproduce! replicates inside a host virus and bacteria
practice test - virus and bacteria practice test part a. multiple choice choose the letter of the answer that
best completes each statement. fill in your answer on the answer sheet provided. please do not make any
marks on the test pages. 1. viruses multiply a. inside living cells c. similarly to bacteria b. outside living cells d.
chapter viruses, bacteria, protists, and fungi - weebly - that infects bacteria. in fact, its name means
"bacteria eater." although viruses may look different from one another, they all have a similar structure. all
viruses have two basic parts: a protein coat that protects the virus and an inner core made of genetic material.
a virus's genetic material contains the instructions for making new viruses. viruses, bacteria, protists, and
fungi guided reading and ... - the virus stays inactive for a long time. a. active virus b. hidden virus 17. is
the following sentence true or false? when the virus is active, the cell makes the virus’s proteins and genetic
material and new viruses are made. _____ viruses, bacteria, protists, and fungi guided reading and study
children coinfected with multiple respiratory viruses in ... - children coinfected with multiple respiratory
viruses in pittsburgh schools by ... pneumonia-inducing bacteria, viral pathogens may cause a greater
percentage of pneumonia cases2,3. ... of multiple virus detection when children are older than 5 years of
age17. 3 types of pathogens, bacterial infection and antibiotic therapy - types of pathogens, bacterial
infection and antibiotic therapy jassin m. jouria, md dr. jassin m. jouria is a medical doctor, ... multiple levels in
the academic field including faculty member and department chair. ... a. bacteria that invades the body.
viruses and bacteria - ms. tegtmeier's class plans - viruses and bacteria multiple choice write the letter
of the correct answer on the line at the left. _____ 1. a substance that stimulates the body to produce
chemicals that destroy viruses or bacteria is called a(n) a. endospore. b. vaccine. c. cytoplasm. d. antibiotic.
_____ 2. organisms that live in or on a host organism and cause harm to the bacteriophage infection
dynamics: multiple host binding sites - bacteriophage infection dynamics: multiple host binding sites h.l.
smith⁄ and r.t. trevino school of mathematical and statistical sciences arizona state university, 85287 tempe,
az, usa abstract. we construct a stochastic model of bacteriophage parasitism of a host bacteria multiple
evolutionary origins of giant viruses [version 1 ... - virus genome compactification is stronger than in
protists; if so, it will be interesting to understand the nature of such pressure. in principle at least, the
evolution of giant viruses seems to resemble that of “giant” bacteria, those with genomes larger than 10 mb.
the giant bacteria independently originated in multiple viruses, bacteria, protists and fungi - viruses,
bacteria, protists and fungi. ... virus structure. the proteins on the surface of a virus play an important role
during the invasion of a host cell. ... the 2014 ebola epidemic is the largest in history, affecting multiple
countries in west africa. the risk of an ebola outbreak affecting multiple people in the u.s. is very low. viruses,
bacteria, protists and fungi - ebola virus (source: cdc) ebola is a rare and deadly disease caused by
infection with a strain of ebola virus. the 2014 ebola epidemic is the largest in history, affecting multiple
countries in west africa. the risk of an ebola outbreak affecting multiple people in the u.s. is very low. chapter
12: bacteria, protists, and fungi - helpful bacteriasome bacteria produce chemicals called antibiotics that
limit the growth of or kill other bacteria. for example, one type of bacteria that is commonly found living in soil
produces the antibiotic streptomycin. many diseases in humans and animals can be treated with antibiotics.
millions of bacteria live on your skin and all ... 2002 ap biology free-response questions form b - 1.
bacteria were cultured in a system that allowed for the continual addition of fresh nutrients and the removal of
waste products. bacteriophage (virus) were added at the time shown and the following population changes
were observed. (a) describe and explain the observed results. (b) discuss the infection cycle of a dna virus
from attachment ... what is antibiotic-resistant bacteria? - what is antibiotic-resistant bacteria? antibiotic
resistance occurs when bacteria no longer respond to the drugs designed to kill them. anytime antibiotics are
used, they can cause antibiotic resistance. chapter 1 the science of microbiology - bellarmine
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university - chapter 1—the science of microbiology multiple choice 1. lister used phenol to a. disprove the
theory of spontaneous generation. ... they are bacteria. b. they are organisms used in biological research. c.
they are pathogens. ... select the incorrect statement about a virus. a. it contains dna or rna. b. it has a protein
coat. c. it is a ... microorganisms test - mr. hill's science website - microorganisms test multiple choice 1.
which of the following correctly describes the size of fungi compared to the size of bacteria? a. fungi are larger.
b. bacteria are larger. c. they are about the same size. ... a. protozoa-the flu c. bacteria-strep throat b. virusathlete’s foot d. fungi-a cold 15. name date class chapter test a bacteria and viruses - name date class
chapter test c continued 3. harmless prokaryotes living on human skin are called . 4. the resistance of many
bacteria strains to the antibiotic penicillin is a result of . 5. viral dna is integrated with the genetic material of a
host cell during the . 6. an infectious, protein substance is called a(n) . viruses and prokaryotes answer
key - pdfsdocuments2 - list 5 characteristics of prokaryotes. ... the exam will contain multiple choice and
short answer ... viruses and protists key. list 6 general things bacteria do ... bacteria vs. virus - lps - virus ♦
viruses do not go through cell division because they are acellular. ♦ instead they attach themselves to a host
cell and produce multiple copies of itself. ♦ at the same time that the virus is affecting the cell negatively, the
virus can be reproducing with the help of the host cell. ♦ the effects that the virus is having on the ... lytic
cycle lysogenic cycle explain it! figure 7 - 126 viruses and bacteria reproduction of viruses ... acid into the
cell. the nucleic acid takes over the normal operation of the host cell and produces multiple copies of the
virus’s protein coat and nucleic acid. once produced, the protein coats and the nucleic acids are ... infected
with the virus that causes hoof-and-mouth disease. thousands xviii. biology, high school - massachusetts
department of ... - the high school biology test included two separate test sessions, which were administered
on consecutive days. each session included multiple-choice and open-response questions. reference materials
and tools the high school biology test was designed to be taken without the aid of a calculator. students were
allowed to have calculators with chapter 13 viruses, viroids, and prions - ivcc - chapter 13 viruses,
viroids, and prions biology 1009 microbiology johnson-summer 2003. viruses ... • bacteria. host/virus
interaction ... as virus replicates, bacteria in area destroyed, leaving a clear zone known as _____. growing
animal viruses possible mechanisms of viral-bacterial interaction in ... - function due to host response
as well as virus-induced effects on macrophages.15 discussion synergistic effects of viruses and bacteria in
swine have been demonstrated both in vivo and in vitro. commonly, an opportunis-tic bacteria superinfects
after a primary viral infection. multiple mechanisms appear to be involved in virally-induced suppression virus
and bacteria unit study guide - lhsblogs.typepad - virus & prokaryotic kingdoms unit test information
virus & bacteria unit – 11% of your grade this semester virus & bacteria unit total points – 260 points
classification test points – 150 points (125 multiple choice, 25 free response) test date – wednesday, march 9
study session – tuesday, march 8 after school zondle review viruses & bacteria - jay sims - viruses bacteria
virus host parasite vaccine bacteria cytoplasm ribosome flagellum cellular respiration binary fission
conjugation endospore pasteurization decomposer long -term “i can” statements viruses bacteria i can… date
done activity to support i can… date done activity to differences between bacteria, virus and fungus scitk - differences between bacteria, virus and fungus ... bacteria virus fungus general overview hypha fungi
cell most common morphologies the hypha consists of an assembly of linked cells. the linked cells are ... the
host cell dies and releases multiple copies of the virus. 5. the released virus copies will now attack new host
cells. grade 6 standard 5 unit test microorganisms 1. a. fungi ... - grade 6 standard 5 unit test
microorganisms 1. which of the following correctly describes the size of fungi compared to the size of bacteria? a. fungi are larger. b. bacteria are larger. c. they are about the same size. d. they are the same size but
different shapes. use this drawing of a paramecium to answer the next two questions: 2. 8. 7. appoquinimink high school - chapter 19 bacteria and viruses chapter test a multiple choice ... what is the
basic structure of a virus? a. dna or rna surrounded by a protein coat ... b. that bacteria were responsible for
some diseases c. that antibiotics were effective against bacteria d. that viral diseases disrupt the body’s
equilibrium ____ 13. bacteria facilitate enteric virus co-infection of ... - virus, with each bacterium
binding multiple virions. certain bacterial strains increased viral co-infection of mammalian cells even at a low
virus-to-host cell ratio. bacteria-mediated viral co-infection correlated ... to investigate bacteria-virus
interactions, we sought a diverse post-infectious fatigue - med - table 1 pathogens reported as causing
post-infectious fatigue organisms causing persistent virus epstein-barr virus, human herpesvirus 6, human
herpesvirus 7, or latent infection herpes simplex virus, human immunodeﬁciency virus, hepatitis c virus,
parvovirus b19, inﬂuenza virus bacteria, etc. coxiella burnetii, helicobacter pylori ... addressing parents’
concerns: do multiple vaccines ... - b virus infection mount an excellent protective im-mune response to
hepatitis b vaccine given at birth, even without additional use of hepatitis b virus-specific
immunoglobulin.13–15 in addition, bcg vac-cine given at birth induces circulating t-cells that protect against
bacteremia and subsequent develop- biology practice exam - college board - biology practice exam from
the 2013 administration this is a modified version of the 2013 ap biology exam. • this practice exam is
provided by the college board for ap exam preparation. • exams may not be posted on school or personal
websites, nor electronically redistributed for any reason. understanding how vaccines work - centers for
disease ... - understanding how vaccines work the immune system—the body’s defense against infection to
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understand how vaccines work, it helps to first look at how the body fights illness. when germs, such as
bacteria or viruses, invade the body, they attack and multiply. this invasion, called an infection, is what causes
illness. the immune system uses bacterial classification, structure and function - bacterial classification,
structure and function introduction the purpose of this lecture is to introduce you to terminology used in
microbiology. the lecture will: 1. cover different classification schemes for grouping bacteria, especially the use
of the gram stain 2. describe the different types of bacteria 3. viruses worksheet - union high school home - viruses worksheet name_____ date_____ ... if you opened a virus, what would find? 12. where does viral
reproduction occur? 13-16. do you think a virus can be grown in a nutrient agar as bacteria are? why or why
not? 17-18. explain why antibiotics work against bacteria but not viruses. 19. how can a vaccine protect you
against a disease? 20.3 diseases caused by bacteria and viruses - 20.3 diseases caused by bacteria and
viruses lesson objectives ... another is virus and bacteria evolution. scientists are struggling to keep up with
changes. ... bacteria can also cause disease by releasing that harm the body. 3. a(n) is a disease-causing
agent. 4. ch 20/35 study guide – virus, bacteria, and infectious ... - ch 20/35 study guide – virus,
bacteria, and infectious diseases ch 20 & 35 assessment - multiple choice (see end of chapters) ch 20 & 35
“standardized test prep” - multiple choice (see end of chapters) ... 11 describe two ways that bacteria cause
the symptoms of disease (disease mechanisms): causes of infectious diseases - texas a&m university affect multiple tissues and organs of the animal. gen-eralized conditions are infections of multiple organs.
rickettsiae rickettsiae are bacteria-like organisms that can cause diseases producing symptoms such as fever,
anemia, edema, icterus, hemorrhages of mucous membranes, and enlarged spleen and lymph nodes.
multiple choice review classification - njctl psi biology classification multiple choice review ... what can we
infer about bacteria based upon the illustration? a. there is only one kingdom within the domain of bacteria b.
there are three kingdoms with the domain bacteria c. there is one domain within the kingdom bacteria 9
microfluidic diagnostic systems for the rapid detection ... - 9 microfluidic diagnostic systems for the
rapid detection and quantification of pathogens shramik sengupta1, ... ciency syndrome, aids (caused by the
human immunodeficiency virus, hiv), was first recognized in 1981, and severe acute respiratory syndrome ...
to screen a sample for multiple bacteria. in this case, multiple petridishes table of contents - select agents
- agent cross-contamination in laboratories performing work with multiple select agents and agent strains to
prevent the accidental transfer of agents. areas to consider are: • characteristics of agent or toxin (e.g., virus,
bacteria; [e.g., spore or non-spore forming], mode of transmission, etc.), and work being performed
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